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Jérôme DECARNIN
After-school activities

cordinator

perisco@lifv.lt 

Jean-Marie PILLIAS
Referring activity leader

Silo

perisco.silo@lifv.lt 

Emile CHAMBIRON
Referring activity leader

Subačiaus

perisco.subaciaus@lifv.lt

after school reception (daycare);

extracurricular workshops;

homework assistance;

leisure center.

Dear parents,

We are pleased to present you the catalogue of after-school activities for the

school year 2022-2023. In this catalogue you will find information on the after-

school activities offered at LIFV: 

If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact our after-school

group by e-mail perisco@lifv.lt 
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Atfer-school
care -
daycare

Nursery school and primary school

children can be accommodated

outside of school hours, from

Monday to Friday from 7:30 am to 6

pm, at the both LIFV school sites.

 

Various activities are offered by the

team of activity leaders who are

happy to ensure the smooth running

of this recreational moment. 

How to register

Registrations can only be made on EDUKA.

You have 3 registration options:

1
Choose an ABONNEMENT service for a

period (19 September - 20 December, 4

January - 31 March, 3 April - 4 July), with a

reduced price (2,5 €/h) with payment in

advance and without the possibility of

cancellation in case of absence during

the current period.

→ How to register for the

ABONNEMENT ? 

Follow the instructions.

Our advice: choose an abonnement if you plan to collect your child

from school at a fixed time. 

If occasionally your child will need to stay at school longer during

the current term, you can choose additional hours at the FLEXIBLE

rate, every morning before 8.30 am.
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2 Choose a FLEXIBLE service with

registration/cancellation

possible each morning until

8:30am, price 5 €/h.

→ How to register for the

FLEXIBLE service? 

Follow the instructions. 

Our advice: Choose the FLEXIBLE system if you do not know in

advance when you will pick up your child from school each day

for the next few months. In this case, you will have the possibility

to choose the registration times according to your needs each

morning. Registration closes at 8.30 am.

3 If necessary, the child can be left in the after-school group without any

registration, at a rate of 8 €/hour. The amount will be added to the

school fees.

Dates of the periods to register for the ABONNEMENT

1st period: 19 September - 20 December

Registration opens: 9 September - 19 September 7:00 

2nd period: 4 January - 31 March

Registration opens: 14 December - 4 January 7:00 

3rd period: 3 April - 4 July

Registration opens: 27 March - 3 April 7:00 

After the deadline, ABONNEMENT registrations will not be

accepted.
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Important rules: 

You can mix the two registration services

according to your needs. For example, if you

have chosen an ABONNEMENT for each day

until 5.00 p.m., but you need the after-school

service until 6.00 p.m. occasionally, you can

book the extra hours at the FLEXIBLE rate

every day before 8.30 a.m. on EDUKA.

If the child is not collected after the end of the

registration time indicated on EDUKA, the next

hour will be charged at the rate WITHOUT

REGISTRATION (8 Eur/h). Exceptions may

apply to parents who have children on both

sites.

If the child is left at school after 6pm, a penalty

of €20 will be applied.

if you want your child to eat the afternoon

snack at 3.00 pm, you are obliged to register

for after-school care 3.00-4.00 pm. Without

registration, you will be charged for the tarif

“without registration”, 8 Eur/h.

If your child stays at the after-school care

group at 3pm-4pm, there are 2 choices:
- Eat afternoon snack (order or snackbox)

and choose the “Homework help” service

(prices in the extracurricular activities list

on Eduka)

–or eat afternoon snack (order or

snackbox) and choose 1 hour of After

school-care activity
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Extracurricular
workshops

Teachers who are specialists in their field offer

stimulating activities to the children. These activities

open their minds, allow them to discover new things

and contribute to the development of their identity.

The cultural, athletic and artistic activities take place

in the form of games and arouse the children's

curiosity and enthusiasm. 

Descriptions of the activities offered to each age
group, prices and timetables are available on
EDUKA.

The prices indicated in EDUKA are fixed for the
whole period (September 19 - December 20,
January 4 - March 31, April 3 - July 4), depending
on the number of workshops.

Extracurricular activities begin on September 19.

Registration is open from 10 to 19 September,

If the minimum number of children is not reached,

the group may be cancelled. 

The age groups listed in EDUKA are indicative.

→ How to register for the

extracurricular workshops?

Follow the instructions

Registration is open until 19

September at 7.30 am.

To be noted:

after a first workshop of the extracurricular activity, if you wish to change the

activity or the time of your ABONNEMENT, you can do so by sending an email to

perisco@lifv.lt.
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  I II III IV V

16.00-17.00

Karate 
(MS-CP)

Acrobatics
  (Šokliukai)
(TPS-MS)

Karate (MS-
CP)

Acrobatics
  (Šokliukai)
(TPS-MS)

Art
  (Paul

Takahasi)
(GS-CP)

Theater studio
(B. Arsobaitė)

(GS-CP)
Chess (MS-CP)

Ceramics (GS-
CP)

 
Football
(MS-CP)

 

17.00-18.00  
Acrobatics
  (Šokliukai)

(MS-CP)
 

Acrobatics
  (Šokliukai)

(MS-CP)

Athletics  (E.
Survilas)
(MS-CP)

  I II III IV V

16.00-17.00

   
Club

  math
 

Hip hop (6ème-
Terminale)

Experimental
ART

(D.Titarenko)
(CE1-6ème)

Club math (CM2)

Theater with
  Indre

Storpištiene
(CE1-CM2)

Art
  (Paul Takahasi)

(CE1-CM2)

Robotics
(CE1-CM2)

 Chess
(advanced, CE1-

CM2)

Art
  (Paul

Takahsahi)
(6ème-

Terminale)

English
 (D. Titarenko)

(CE1-6ème)

Ceramics
(CE1-CM2)

Chinese
language
(CE1-CM2)

Gymnastics ( E.
Zinkevičienė)

(CE1-CM2)
Ballet (CE1-CM2)

Gymnastics  (E.
Zinkevičienė)

(CE1-CM2)
Ballet (CE1-CM2)  

 

17.00-18.00
 Football in

French (CE1-
CM2)

Karate
(CE1-CM2)

Hip hop
 (CE1-CM2)

Karate
 (CE1-CM2)

 

This table shows all the workshops offered by the Lyceum as of 10
September 2022. For up-to-date information and to find out which
workshops are offered for your child's age group, please visit:  

EDUKA / Extra-curricular activities and abonnement / Registration

Subačiaus 7

Šilo 13

https://lifv.eduka.school/


Karate
"Danas"
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The Danas Karate Club invites you to

enter the world of self-discovery and

the sport of karate. There are two

levels offered: a group for beginners

and a group for advanced students.

The classes teach the philosophy of

karate, discipline and respect for

others. The training is given by

experienced karate coaches.

Place: Šilo 13, Subačiaus 7

Price per period → EDUKA

Age group: MS, GS, CP,

CE1, CE2, CM1, CM2

Date → EDUKA

Frequency: 2 times per

week 

Language: LT

https://lifv.eduka.school/


Acrobatics
"Šokliukai"
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Students are invited to discover acrobatics. The

courses are taught by highly qualified teachers

with extensive experience of working with

children. The courses use integrated teaching

methods, giving children the opportunity not

only to improve their skills, but also to apply

what they have learned in other sports. The

programme is designed to ensure that children

do not get bored with the routine and that they

achieve their goals in a fun, memorable and

enjoyable way.

One of the aims of acrobatics is to help children

enjoy the sport and experience the joy of doing

it with others. 

The ambition of our club is to make today's

children and young people as physically active

as possible

Place: Šilo 13

Price per period → EDUKA

Age group: TPS, PS, MS,

GS, CP

Date → EDUKA

Frequency: 2 times per

week

Language: LT

https://lifv.eduka.school/
https://lifv.eduka.school/
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Art 
Prof. Paul Takahasi

Place: Šilo 13, Subaciaus 7

Price per period → EDUKA

Age group:  GS, CP, CE1,

CE2, CM1, CM2, 6ème-

Terminale

Date → EDUKA

Frequency: 1 time per week

Professor: Paul Takahasi

Language: FR

IN SUBAČIAUS

Children easily assemble images, memories and

symbols, most often to tell stories or invent

imaginary worlds.

Together, we will learn "everything else": drawing,

composition, colours, shapes, rhythm, light and

shade, narration... all the fundamentals of visual

arts and illustration to give them the means to

express themselves artistically with curiosity and

openness.

IN ŠILO:

Through play, observation and learning different

artistic techniques, we will discover drawing and

art. Some exercises will be collective, others

individual.

Paul Takahashi is a professional artist and

illustrator. He also holds weekly drawing classes in

his studio. He has been teaching drawing and

painting at LIFV for the fifth consecutive year.

https://lifv.eduka.school/
https://lifv.eduka.school/


Theater studio
prof. Brigita Arsobaitė
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Children from Šilo are invited to

participate in the theater workshop

with actress Brigita Arsobaitė.

During the classes, children will

discover the elements of the acting

stage, learn to improvise, act, improve

their oral expression and develop

their communication skills.

B. Arsobaitė is an active theater and

television actress. She is experienced

in working with children: she knows

how to create a safe space and help

children express themselves. 

Place: Šilo 13

Price per period → EDUKA

Age group: GS, CP

Date → EDUKA

Frequency: 1 time per week

Professor: Brigita Arsobaitė

Language: LT

https://lifv.eduka.school/
https://lifv.eduka.school/


Chess

If you want to help your child develop

logical thinking, strategy and tactics,

choose chess lessons. 

The chess teachers in our school have the

necessary pedagogical training to run a

non-formal education club. 

Chess clubs are available at different levels

- beginners and more advanced students.

All children who attend a chess club have

unlimited access to the online platform

ChessKid. It includes a large number of

recorded chess lessons in different

languages, more than 50 000 chess

problems of different levels, the possibility

to play against other children from all over

the world in individual or international

chess tournaments, chess robot assistants

of different levels and much more. The

membership fee for this educational

platform is 30 €/year, but we make it free

for all children in the chess club.
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Place: Šilo 13

Price per period → EDUKA

Age group: MS, GS, CP

Date → EDUKA

Frequency: 1 time per week

Language: LT, EN

Group 
maternelle and CP

Advanced group
Place: Subačiaus 7

Price per period → EDUKA

Age group:  CE1, CE2, CM1,

CM2

Date: EDUKA

Frequency: 1 time per week

Language: LT, EN

https://lifv.eduka.school/
https://lifv.eduka.school/
https://lifv.eduka.school/
https://lifv.eduka.school/


Ceramics
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Place: Šilo 13, Subačiaus 7

Price per period → EDUKA

Age group: GS, CP, CE1,

CE2, CM1, CM2

Date: EDUKA

Frequency: 1 fois/semaine

Language: LT

Ceramics is the best way to find new

solutions and to understand the

importance of the smallest details.

The classes use fine motor skills,

imagination and creativity. The

children's work is "baked" and glazed.

Afterwards they can bring their work

home. Some research suggests that in

today's technological age, people's

brains rest and develop better when

they do things by hand. Ceramics is

exactly the way a child can develop

concentration, vision and creativity.

. 

https://lifv.eduka.school/
https://lifv.eduka.school/
https://lifv.eduka.school/


Football
Club "Riteriai"
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Give children the chance to discover the

world's most popular sport: football. In the

beginners' training sessions, children will

learn the basic elements of the game

(kicking, stopping, dribbling, hitting),

develop their body coordination, increase

their speed and endurance. The sessions

create a safe environment, involve all

children and limit the element of

competition between children. The aim is

to enable all children to develop and

achieve sporting success.

The football training sessions are led by

Kristianas Tankevičius, a coach from the

"Riteriai" Academy in Vilnius. He works with

children up to the age of 12 and has

passed the Lithuanian Football Federation's

D-level coaching certificate.

Place: Šilo 13

Price per period → EDUKA

Age group: MS, GS, CP

Date → EDUKA

Frequency: 1 time per week

Professor: Kristianas

Tankevičius

Language: LT

Group Šilo

https://lifv.eduka.school/
https://lifv.eduka.school/


Athletics
in French
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Physically, mentally and even socially,

athletics is a great way for your child to

discover the benefits of sport and to open

up to others, as well as to discover the joys

of multi-sport.

With athletics, your child develops his or

her movement skills. Learning to run, throw

and jump helps to develop motor skills and

a sense of balance.

Regular and disciplined sports training

allows children to develop their ability to

concentrate and be patient.

My name is Eduardas Survilas and since I

was a child I have been involved in

athletics, where I have managed to win

several victories.

Athletics is a group of different sports and I

would like to introduce them to the

children.

Place: Šilo 13

Price per period → EDUKA

Age group: MS, GS, CP

Date → EDUKA

Frequency: 1 time per week

Professor: Eduardas

Survilas

Language: LT

https://lifv.eduka.school/
https://lifv.eduka.school/


Football 
in French
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Coach Jean-Dominique Perrin:

"This year the football activity resumes in

Subačiaus campus.

I am very happy to continue the adventure

with your children.

For the newcomers I will introduce myself in a

few lines.

Having played football for more than 25 years

in different leagues (France, Africa, Lithuania)

and working for 7 years now within the LIFV, I

would be happy to teach your children one of

my greatest passions : FOOTBALL.

But not only.

Football is not only about running after a ball. 

There is much more to this sport...

Being a team sport, it will teach your child to

help each other, to be a team player and to

surpass himself.

This activity will be in French to allow your

children to improve in the use of this

language which is mine.

I hope to see many of you there.

Have a good start of the school year 2022 "

Place: Subačiaus 

Price per period → EDUKA

Age group: CE1, CE2, CM1,

CM2

Date → EDUKA

Frequency: 1 time per

week

Professor: Jean-Dominique

Perrin

Language: FR

https://lifv.eduka.school/
https://lifv.eduka.school/


Experimental ART 
(prof. D.Titarenko)
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Place: Subačiaus 

Price per period → EDUKA

Age group: CE1, CE2,

CM1, CM2, 6ème

Frequency: 1 time per

week

Date → EDUKA

Teacher: D. Titarenko

Language: EN

Learning by observing, interacting,

experimenting and reflecting is what the

children will do during these classes where

the creative process is the main objective.

They will learn to combine various objects in

an unexpected way, to use various means,

to experiment with art through science and

mathematics to develop their creative skills.

Program:

September-October: Drawing & Sketching

October-November: Painting & Related

Media

November-December: Arts & Crafts

December-January: Markers

January-February: Woodwork

February-March: Collage

March-April: Sewing & Embroidery

April-May: Calligraphy & Graphics

May-June: Food Art

https://lifv.eduka.school/


Theater 
Prof. Indrė Storpištienė
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Place: Subačiaus 

Price per period → EDUKA

Age group:  CE1, CE2, CM1,

CM2

Date → EDUKA

Frequency: 1 time per week

Professor: Indrė

Storpištienė

Language: LT

Indrė Storpirštienė, an actress from

the "Lėlė" theatre in Vilnius, invites

children to theater classes.

The children will explore puppetry,

shadow theatre and learn to create

art etudes.

They will strengthen their

communication and cooperation

skills and their knowledge of each

other. 

https://lifv.eduka.school/
https://lifv.eduka.school/


English Learners'
Club
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English Learners' Club is an after-

school activity that educates non-native

English learners. It is designed to give

children extra help in learning. The aim

of the club is to improve language

skills, according to the student's needs,

interests and abilities, through fun

games, activities and group work, as

well as making learning interesting and

beneficial.

Some English language skills are

required.

Place: Subačiaus 

Price per period → EDUKA

Age group:  CE1, CE2, CM1,

CM2, 6ème

Date → EDUKA

Frequency: 1 time per week

Professor: D. Titarenko

Language: EN

https://lifv.eduka.school/


Robotics
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Place: Subačiaus 

Price per period → EDUKA

Age group:  CE1, CE2, CM1,

CM2

Date → EDUKA

Frequency: 1 time per week

During the workshop, children will learn how

to work with LEGO® Education SPIKE™ robot

kits. Children will build a variety of robots,

learn basic graphic programming skills and

solve various problems. 

The children will: 

- accomplish tasks with LEGO® Education

SPIKE™ robot kits; 

- Learn to program; 

-carry out integrated STEAM activities;

- Hypothesise and solve problems.

Children will develop their critical, spatial

and analytical thinking skills by solving

various problems related to the world

around them. The unit is based on teaching

creativity, problem solving, technology and

exploration.

https://lifv.eduka.school/
https://lifv.eduka.school/


Chinese
language
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Place: Subačiaus 

Price per period → EDUKA

Age group: CE1, CE2, CM1,

CM2

Date → EDUKA

Frequency: 1time per

week

Language: LT

Learning the world's most popular

Chinese language in small groups.

Focusing on each learner and providing

timely support - these are the first steps

in learning Chinese. These courses will

allow students to discover the basics of

Chinese and begin a systematic

approach to learning the language.

Although learning the language

requires a lot of effort, the teacher

presents the tasks to the children in a

simple and clear way. The Chinese

language course is an excellent way to

get acquainted with and start learning

the world's most widely spoken

language. 

https://lifv.eduka.school/
https://lifv.eduka.school/


Ballet
School of Nerijus Juška
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Place: Subačiaus 

Price per period → EDUKA

Age group: 

Date → EDUKA

Frequency: 1 time per

week

Teacher: Greta Frolovaitė

Language: LTWe are an innovative, bold, forward-

looking school that is constantly evolving

in all areas of our business, maintaining

the highest standards of excellence in

classical dance training.

We look forward to walking the ballet path

with you!

The school provides systematic classical

dance training in every age group

according to the ballet teaching

methodology developed by A.Vaganova.

The programmes for children from 3 to 10

years of age are based on the knowledge

and methodology of qualified

physiotherapist Margarita Radžiūnienė,

educator and dance psychologist Birutė

Banevičiūtė, and the qualified team of

teachers in our school.

https://lifv.eduka.school/
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Gymnastics
with Eglė Zinkevičienė

Place: Subačiaus 

Price per period → EDUKA

Age group: CE1, CE2,

CM1, CM2

Date → EDUKA

Frequency: 2 times per

week

Professor: Eglė

Zinkevičienė

Language: LT

Gymnastics is a synthesis of dance and

sport, an introduction to the development

of the child's movement coordination,

body posture, grace, flexibility, musicality

and creativity. It consists of a combination

of choreography and gymnastic exercises

performed to music. It is an art of

movement that communicates the human

condition through expressive movement.

Children who participate in gymnastics

strengthen their body muscles, correct

irregular postures, correct slouching, learn

to aim for goals, overcome self-doubt,

develop willpower and determination, and

master stick and ribbon exercises.

https://lifv.eduka.school/


Maths Club

The objectives of the Maths Club are to:

- to develop the skills and knowledge of each

student

- to make learning maths more fun

- to discover the diversity of mathematics and

its applications

For this purpose, original activities (problems,

games, puzzles, etc.) are offered once a

week, with the choice of working alone or in

small groups. Whatever their level, all

students who are curious and wish to

progress are welcome.

For further information, please contact 

Valentin Boisramé, maths.vilnius@gmail.com
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Place: Subačiaus 

Price per period → EDUKA

Age group: CM1, CM2

Date → EDUKA

Frequency: 1 time per

week

Language: FR

https://lifv.eduka.school/
https://lifv.eduka.school/


Hip hop
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Place: Subačiaus 

Price per period → EDUKA

Age group: CE1, CE2, CM1,

CM2, 6ème-Terminale

Date → EDUKA

Frequency: 1 fois/semaine

Professor: Hubert Lagin

Language: FR

Teacher of the activity Hubert Lagin:

"I was born on October 20, 1976, and all my life I have

been immersed in music. In 1984, I discovered hip

hop culture by watching the French TV show Hip

Hop. This knowledge changed my life. In 1997 I

started dancing with Racine2H, to which I will always

belong.

My musical practice has been greatly influenced by

my encounters with Frank 2 Louise, Meech, Joseph

Go and Keef. By communicating with them, I found a

way to freely express my feelings or philosophy of life

in music.

Using the basics of Popping, Hype, Lock and

Bboying, I used these foundations to find my style,

focusing in a very special and deep way, in line with

my soul music.

As a teacher, my main goal is to teach students to be

free from constraint and harassment, to share the

basics I have mastered over the years and to unfold

them once I have mastered the basic techniques to

express myself as freely as possible. In life, I try to

teach myself to be free, to not be afraid to open my

mind and to realise how much can be achieved and

how much beauty can be created.

https://lifv.eduka.school/
https://lifv.eduka.school/


Homework 
assistance - CP

For CP pupils, we offer a "Homework

assistance" group. In small groups, teachers

will help children with their homework.

The sessions will take place from 3pm to

4pm.

The price per period ant the timetable are
indicated in EDUKA.
Registration is the same as for after-school

workshops.

If you choose "Homework assistance", there

will be no charge for the Asfterschool care

group for 3pm-4pm.

All students in CE1-CM2 at Subačiaus campus

who have opted for the after-school care

group from 15.00-16.00 will do their

homework under the supervision of

animators. 

Registration for the after-school care group

(15:00-16:00) is required.

→ How to register for CP

homework assistance? 

Follow the instructions
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Leisure center

The LIFV offers a leisure center during the

holidays. It is open from 7.30 a.m. to 6 p.m.

every day, for classes from TPS to CM2. The

activities take place at the Šilo site.

Registration is done à la carte, you can

register your children only on certain days

or for all the holidays. The proposed

programme is rich in activities. The theme of

each Leisure Centre and the opening of

registrations is communicated by email,

approximately 1 week before the CDL.

 

For the maternelles, we stay at school and

organise various activities such as dance,

pottery and drawing classes. 

From CP onwards, the week is organised

around three outdoor outings and two days

of surprise activities at school (sports

challenges, a walk in the forest, dance

classes, video content creation workshops,

Olympic games, etc.).

Fun guaranteed!

Day rate (meal not included): 18-25 Eur
(depending on the activity)
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→ How to register for the

leisure center? 

Follow the instructions.

https://lifv.lt/wp-content/uploads/2021/10/Inscription-au-Centre-de-Loisirs-sur-EDUKA_Instructions.pdf
https://lifv.lt/wp-content/uploads/2021/10/Inscription-au-Centre-de-Loisirs-sur-EDUKA_Instructions.pdf


Important
rules: 

Registration on EDUKA is compulsory to

participate (tab Leisure Center Portal).

Children who are not registered will not be

accepted.

 Registration for the leisure center is a

commitment. After registration, if your child is

absent, you will not be reimbursed. 

The number of places is limited. After the

registration deadline, you can only register

your children if there are still places available.

Contact the after-school service by e-mail:

perisco@lifv.lt 

Reception until 9 am., exit from 4 p.m.

On EDUKA , registration for the Leisure Center

and ordering meals are done separately. After

registering your child for the Leisure Centre,

do not forget to order the meal for the chosen

days via the "Canteen Portal" module.

For the PS-CM2 classes, outings are

organised for all participants on the day, the

option to stay at school is not possible.
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